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Last year’s allies
to be contestants
in run off election
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Wheelchair excursion
becomes ’eye opener’
for non -handicapped
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By Leanne Augusto
What looked easy at the outset
turned out to be hard work for the
persons participating in the
wheelchair excursion yesterday.
The excursion was part of the
Disabled Awareness Week which
began yesterday.
Approximately 20 SJSU administrators and representatives
from different legislators’ offices
wheeled around campus huffing and
puffing through different obstacles
and barriers.
The route for the excursion was
designed to show what defects in
architecture still exist at SJSU for
the disabled, according to Jack Hall,
president of the Disabled Students
Association.
The route started at the
Business Tower and ended in the
Home Economics building with
several stops in between to fix
broken wheelchairs and to let
struggling stragglers catch up.

Struggling through one of the barriers encountered on the
wheelchair excursion is Richard Smith, chairman of the natural
sciences department. The group on the excursion had to make
their way through several areas on campus that are hard to get
through for the disabled.

Fullerton inaugurated
with full regalia today
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
will be formally inaugerated into her
office this afternoon with
ceremonies officially starting at 2:30
in front of the fountain.
Fullerton was named by the
Board of Trustees in July as the
successor to John Bunzel.
at

Tripp’, however, said student government should stop trying to solve the
university problems by working within the university and with the administration.
To stop cutbacks on campus, Trippi said students should go to the state
legislature and lobby to make sure the educational budget isn’t cut.
McFadden said her party wants to demand access to the university
administration in order to make it more accountable to students and to give
students input into more things.
She said there should be a student representative on the University
President’s Cabinet.
However, Trippi said he doesn’t think student government needs to
demand access to the administration.
Trippi’s major issue is working to build a student community around
campus and designate the area south of campus as a student community.
Federal money would be available for that area under the Marks-Foran
Act of 1973, Trippi said, and he proposes going to the city government to have
them request the money from the federal government.
McFadden has not emphasized working to solve the problems of the area
around the campus during her campaign.
In regard to solving some of the problems, such as trying to get rid of the
halfway houses, she said that in trying to solve such problems, A.S. may be
"getting in over its head."
(Continued oil back pagel

By Erie A. Hall Issy
The A.S. run (iff election tomorrow and Thursday pas two candidates
against each other who were elected on the same slate last year, but who
have split to form separate parties this year.
Last year Nancy McFadden was elected treasurer and Joe Tripp’ vice
president along with current president Maryanne Ryan for the Student
Independent Party, which no longer exists.
McFadden received 38 percent of the vote and Trippi 35 percent in the
A.S. election which ended April 5. Less that 10 percent of the student body
voted in the election.
McFadden’s slate includes Fazed Fazelbhoy for vice president and
Juvencia itomo for treasurer, while Trippi’s slate includes Kevin Johnson
for vice presdient and Alice Phillips for treasurer.
There will also be a run off between attorney general candidates. Anthony. Van of Trippi’s Progressive Students party received 42 percent of the
vote, while Cello I.ucero of McFadden’s Students for Accountability, Access
and Action received 39 percent.
The two parties, McFadden’s S.F.A. and Trippi’s P.S. present different
views on boa the university problems should be solved.
McFadden has stressed in her campaign that A.S. must work within the
university and with the administration to solve university problems.
"I think we should be directly involved in the budget -making and all the
cutback decision -making processes," she said.

Bunzel resigned earlier last
year amidst controversy.
All students, faculty and administration have been formally
invited to the ceremonies, and
professors have been given the
option of cancelling classes after
2:30 p.m.
Glenn S. Diunke, chancellor of

the California State University and
Colleges, will be giving the investiture, and Assemblyman John
Vasconcellos, D-23rd District, will
be giving a greeting from the
legislature.
The theme of the inaugural
ceremonies will be Elizabethan and
will feature revelers, jugglers,
acrobatics and Rennaissance actors
will will fill the fountain area. There
will also be flower and fruit vendors
wandering around.
Medieval and Renaissance
music will be provided, along with
the SJSU Choraliers singing
madrigals and motets.

Many obstacles were encountered along the way. Included
were heavy doors, thresholds that
were too high, ramps that were too
steep, and elevators that closed too
soon.
At one door George C.
Halverson, dean of the School of
Business said, "The only way to get
through a door in the wheelchair is
to get mad at it."
Joe Young, chairman of the
Biological Sciences Department,
said he took the excursion to make
sure handicapped students could
make it in science adding that there
is no reason why they can’t do lab
science.
When the wheelchair jockeys
tried to cross San Carlos Street near
the Human Perfomance Building
they tied up traffic for awhile as one
ran into another.
After finishing the tour, first aid
had to be administered for various
cuts and blisters received from the
wheels of the wheelchairs. Marion
Richards, associate chairman of
trhe English Department, said her
arms may never be the same after
that.
Richards added that the tour
made her realize what a frustration
it must be for disabled students to
get around on campus.
Halverson said the excursion
was a dramatic illustration of the

difficulties of getting around in a
wheelchair.
After finishing, Carol Fish, a
from
Assemrepresentative
blywoman Leona Egeland’s D-24th
assembly district, office, said she
was very impressed with the amount
of student who offered to help them.
She said it was a fascinating ride
and the first lesson she learned was
not to stick her finger in the spokes
of the wheel.
Gil Guerin, chariman of the
Special Education Deparm en t, said
the ride was "an eye opener." He
said the ramps were too steep and
narrow.
Guerin added it would be very
diffucult to get around in a
wheelchair every day. Besides
getting to class, people would have
to look for ramps and other accesses
in buildings.
Bob Solomon form State Senator
Jerry Smith’s, D-Saratoga, office,
said next time he will send someone
else from the office to experience it.

photos by Janet Nakashinia
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Shown wheeling down the street near the dorms are from left
Jack Hall, president of the Disabled Students Association; Hal
Olsen, library director; Ray Miller director of the student health
center; and George Halverson, dean of the school of business.

CSUC affirmative action plan
modeled after SJSU project
Project Prep, a pilot program at
SJSU designed to groom motivated
high school minorities for college,
has been chosen by the chancellor’s
office as the state-wide model for
student affirmative action programs
in the CSUC system.
The program, which is directed
by Alfred Lara, was chosen from
among three state funded affrimative action programs being
tried in the CSUC system. The other
two schools are Fresno State and
Dominguez Hills, both of which had
larger budgets and more working
time than the SJSU project.
"The fundamnetal components
of Project Prep, as designed by San
Jose States’ Alfred Lara, are being
included inthe current proposal
before the Legislature for a
statewide CSUC affirmative action
program," siad Stephanie Adams,
coordinator of Relations With
Schools Programs for the CSUC in
Long Beach.
"I’m very excited that the
chancellor’s office was impressed
with Project Prep," Lara, assistant
director of SJSU’s Relations With
Schools office, said "It’s a model

that is really proving itself."
"Ironically, because or
Proposition 13, SJSU was given wh,:i
was left of the money after the
Fresno and Dominguez Hills
programs were funded," Lara said.
"We worked with a very small
budget MONO compared to the
other two schoolsd ($40-45,000
The SJSU program has contacted 342 students as of March 8
through 11 counselors art three local
high schools: Yerba Buena, Independence and San Jose.
The counselors, all but one of
whom are graduate students,
provide minority students with
information about collegc opportunites and financial aid, tutor
them in college preparatory classes,
and provide semiars and field trips
to broaden their scope of knowledge.
Recent field trips were made to the
Dresden exhiibt in San Francisco
and the Steinbeck center.
"We’re promoting college in
general not just San Jose State,"
Lara said, "but the majority of the
students we’ve contacted have
signed up for San Jose State."
The project actually began in

Senate approves 7 percent
pay raise for state workers
SACRAMENTO AP I - The state
Senate overwhemingly approved a 7
percent pay raise retroactive to last
Oct. 1, for all state employees
yesterday and sent the measure to
an uncertain fate in the Assembly.
The bill, SB 91, by Sen. Alfred
Alquist, D-San Jose, would also
grant an additional 8 percent pay’
increase this coming July 1.
A 30-3 vote approved the bill
after an amendment to reduce the
1979-80 pay raise to 7 percent was
rejected on a 9-21 rollcall.
The measure, which would cost
an estimated $819.5 million, would
cover more than 200,000 employees
of the state, the University of
California and the state university

and college system.
It was supported by a wide
range of employee groups. The only
formal opposition was lodged by
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.’s Department of Finance which said in
earlier committee hearings that the
pay raises were not in keeping weith
the spirit of Proposition 13.
Most state employees were
denied pay raises last year in
response to enactment of
Proposition 13 as part of a pay freeze
intended to cover all state and local
government employees.
But the California Supreme
Court overruled the pay freeze for
local goverment employees on
grounds that it improperly voided

1974 when a bill was passed
requiring colleges to design
programs to attract underrepresetned minorities. The
chancellor solicited all 19 CSUC
campuses to "see what we could
come up with," according to Lara.
Of the 15 campuses that came up
with proposals, Fresno, Dominguez
Hills and SJSU were given money to
start pilot programs.
"Project Prep is aimed at
students who are motivated," fare
said of his program. "While we’re
seeking to aid all minorities, we’re
particualrly
concerned
with
boosting university enrollments
among Mexican -Americans.
"Chicanos are the least
represented population in California
higher education. Almost 18 percent
of Santa Clara County’s population
is Chicano, yet only 3 percent of San
Jose State’s enrallment is Chicano."
Lara expects SJSU’s Project
Prep budget to grow to $50,000 next
year, which will mean counselors at
four additional schools.
"I want to be more strategic in
picking the new schools, I want
schools that have a higher quality of
college bound minority students,
rather than a high minority.
population and low test scores."

weather

valid labor contracts.
Alquist described the pay increases as "fair and equitable" and
said that even with the retroactive
increases, state workers would be
losing ground to an inflaiton rate of 9
percent in the last year.
Alquist said he had not taken
any soundings yet in the Assembly,
but he predicted the bill would "sail
through the Assembly in much the
same form that you see it now "
Last year, the Senate approved
a 5 percent pay raise for state employees, but negotiations between
the two houses cut it to 2 percent,
which Brown vetoed.

Partly cloudy today with a
chance of showers. light
southwest
winds.
Temperatures ranging from a high
in the 60s to lows in the low 50s.
Forecast by the SJSU
Meteorology Department.
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Rights regarding repairs

Tenants have options
Editor’s note: this is the second
part of a two part series on tenants
rights and obligations.
By Cindy Tong
If while you are occupying
leased premises and repairs need to
be made which the landlord refuses
to do, there are several options you
can take,
One is to deduct one month’s
rent (no morel and make the
Cindy Tong Is a
Spartan Daily reporter

Executalk dupes education
By Don McCarthy
The administrator leans back on
his soft high-back swivel chair and
sees the solution clearly.
"We need to formulate a
committee to facilitate communication and dialogue and
develop meaningful priorities.
What’s your assessment?"
The other looks thoughtful a
moment and says, "I think the
concept is viable.’
Yukl
Let’s try it again.
"We need to start a group to
discuss the issues and decide what to
do. What do you think?"
I think it’s a good idea.
Now that’s better, isn’t it?
Indeed. Well, why don’t administrators at this college speak
English?
It could be they are influenced
by the daily reports and studies they
read containing the jargon known as
Executalk. Execuschlock perhaps.
The title of the tongue indi,ates
its origin is in the corporate world. Is
be
may
greatest damage
manifiested in the world of
education.
I have noticed the expressions
trickling down the college pay scale
to minor administrators, faculty and
AS. officers.
Once the faculty picks up the
lingo the real damage begins.
Imagine students being hit with
all manner of pompous,
maaningless expressions.
The student is discussing his
courses with his faculty adviser. The
adviser says, "That looks like a
viable educational program."
"You mean to tell me my class
schedule is capable of sustaining
biological life?" cries the astounded
student.
But soon, like the AM radio
jingle you abhor but find yourself
humming, executalk or gobbledygook will become your
vocabulary and thus the educational
system will have produced a
generation of long-winded boobs.
The favored few, the ones who play
the language game really well,
might become college administrators
or
corporate
executives, the rest can look for
"viable alternatives."
But what of the poor administrator? How is his life affected? Does he go home an com-

pliment his wife on a viable meal? If
so, it will be the first time all day he
has used the word correctly.
If his wife wants a new car, does
he "formulate a committee to
facilitate communication and
dialogue and develop meaningful
priorities" or is pillow talk still
"operative?"
A son of a college administrator
tells me his father speaks English
most of the time, but when he talks
of his job, the vague vocabulary
emerges.
What is the purpose of that

letters
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Tribulations
Editor:
My favorite time of the year
around the SJSU campus is A.S.
election time. I eagerly await the
signs and tribulations of the candiates. I love the excitement, the
arguments, the tension in the A.S.
office, and best of all, the victory
parties...and the non -victory parties.
Seeing the A.S. elections brings
back memories of my undergraduate days when amid the
songs of "Hare Krishna" and the
shouts of "Hell no, we won’t go" I sat
by the fountain and watched two
candidates duel for office.
I am just an older student with a
bit of experience and a love for
elections. I worked on SJSU AS.
elections for four -and -one-half
years. I saw and learned a lot that to
me now is just smatter of course.
I know that usually the only
candiate who win elections are those
with a broad base of support from
students in the Greek system, the
dorm students, minority students,
and students angry at some slight to
their department such as athletics
or music.
I also know that the more
candidates there are competing for
an office the greater the fear of
losing and the more allegations are
charged, I know that no matter how
hard an election board tries to
second-guess problems and tries to
avoid them, problems such as the
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vocabulary administrators now
associate with their jobs?
The Watergate defendants used
it to hide or tone down evil truths.
They didn’t break the law, it was
simply "inoperative at that point in
time."
On the educatoinal scene it
series only to confuse and complicate and thus create a need for
more committees, studies, jobs. It
perpetuates the system.
As in the song George Benson
sings, "We’re lost in a
masquerade."

necessary repairs yourself with that
money. You can only deduct once in
a 12-month period but you must first
notify the landlord of the defect, and
wait a reasonable amount of time for
turn to act before doing it yourself.
It is advisable that you notify the
city building inspectors who will
inspect the premises and try to get
the landlord to make the repairs. If
the landlord still does not act, at
least there will be a record.
If after you have made the
repairs yourself and there is money
left from the rent deducted, you
must pay the remaining amount to
the landlord.
Under the California Civil Code,
you may make repairs for only these
reasons:
Effective waterproofing of roofs
and exterior walls; plumbing
facilities; hot and cold running
water; heating, lighting and wiring;
premises and grounds free of trash,
rodents and insects; adequate
number of garbage cans and floors,
stairways and railings.
You may also take the option of
witholding your rent. In every lease
in Califfornia, there is an "Implied
Warranty of Habitability" which
requires a landlord to at least
living
"bare
maintain
requirements" of the premises.
In most cases, compliance with
building and housing code standards
which affect the health is enough
obligation for the landlord to fulfill.
This option is open to the tenant
only if the defect was not caused by
the tenant, anyone living with the
tenant, a guest or if the landlord was
given written notice of the defect
and given time to repair it.
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Leslie Erickson
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ballot in this last election will occur.
It is to the election board’s credit
that they tried to overcome that
problem with explanations of that
ballot to the voters. But that is an old
problem as is having to abbreviate
party names on the ballot.
But this year, there are charges
which sum up the election board as
being inefficient. If I.oren Cross does
not help set up the ballot or if in
printing the ballot gets misaligned,
there are 10 people who stay up all
night counting ballots. That is a
horrible chore.
I guess I was surprised to see the
election board labeled for being
inefficient for doing election board
jobs in a fair manner. Their getting
enough poll workers was amazing as
was their publicity. From my
vantage point I say "Good work,
election board!" And thanks to the
candidate who reminded me of other
years on this campus.
Carole Matthews-Granshaw
Unclassified Graduate

a chance to make their future or
watch it become a pile or radioactive
waste.
I stand here and wait to see if an
answer is found. I think the Youth
Corps is the only workable answer
for this country.
Does it take another Pearl
Horbor or maybe a greater nuclear
disaster to wake America?
I hope we don’t become out own
turkeys for Thankgiving this year.
Peter P. Jesella
Behavioral Science, senior

The use of this option may result
in the landlord giving you a threeday notice which means you ust pay
your rent within three days or leave
the premises. If you do not leave, the
landlord will probably sue to have
you evicted.
If after notifying the landlord of
the conditions of the premises, no
improvement is made and your
ability to use the premises is being
inhibited, you can move out in the
middle of your lease or rental
agreement.
You do not need to notify the
landlord of your intent to abandon
the premises, but you should contact
an attorney before moving out. After
you leave, you are no longer held
responsible for the agreement.
Evicition is the term for forcing
a tenant out. The landlord is
bringing against you an action
known as "unlawful detainer" and it

If you resist, you may be arrested.
If you file an answer and take
the matter to court, you will need a
legal representative. You have a
good defense if you have notified the
landlord to defects in your premises
which he has failed to repair.
If you receive a 30-day notice,
you have very little choice but to
move out.
If you think
discrimination is the basis, consult
an attorney.
If, after moving out from your
premises, you cannot collect from
the landlord what is owed your from
your security deposit, a written
demand should be sent for the return
of the money.
If this doesn’t work, you can
consider suing your landlord in
Small Claims Court.
Your claim may not exceed 8780
if you sue in that court. You are not
allowed to have an attorney

Landlords cannot take illegal
action such as shutting off your
utilities
is advised to seek an attorney immediately if threatened by eviction.
A landlord cannot take illegal
action against you such as locking
you out of your premises, shutting
off your utilities or calling the police
on you for trespassing.
In order for the landlord to evict
a tenant, he must have legal cause,
such as failure to pay rent when due,
breaking some part of the lease or
failure to leave after the landlord
has given you a notice to vacate.
The landlord must give proper
legal notice before evicting you.
A three-day notice is a specific
written demand to either pay your
rent or move out in three days and is
used specifically when the tenant
has not paid his rent.
A 30-day -notice is used if you do
not have a lease and the landlord
wants you to move out for any
reason other than unlawful
discrimination.
If you receive a written notice to
pay rent in three days or get out, you
have two alternatives:
You can move out or wait for the
landlord to bring a lawsuit against
you.
If you choose to wait for the
lawsuit, you must be served with a
summons and a complaint. From
the date you are given the papers,
you have five days to answer the
complaint. If you do not answer, you
will automaticity lose the case.
If you file an answer, you wIL
have at least two weeks until trial.
If you do not answer the lose
automatically, the sheriff receives a
writ of execution and will then be
able to force you out in five days.
When the five-day notice is
posted by the sheriff, it is advised
you move out immediately. If you
don’t, your possessions may be
seized and retained by the landlord.

represent you at the trial, but you
may seek the advice of one.
Filing a suit in small claims
court is not difficult.
The Clerk of the small claims
court provides a form "affidavit"
which you must fill out. At that time,
you will be informed of the trial
date.
The Clerk then mails a copy of
this form to the landlord giving him
notice of the suit and ordering him to
appear in court at the specific time
and date for trial.
The court proceedings are informal and the case is tried before a
judge alone.
You must bring all records and
documents which support your case
and have witnesses present to testify
on your behalf.
You will be asked to exlpain to
the judge the nature of the problem,
submit your your records and
present your witnesses.
Your landlord will also be giycn
the opportunity to tell his side of the
argument.
A judgment in Small Claims
Court is conclusive and you will not
have the right to appeal the decision
if your are the plantiff and you lose.
If you are sued as the defendant
in Small Claims and you lose, you
may appeal to Superior Court, and
appear with an attwney present.
Small Claims Court provides a
quick and easy way to settle disputes
involving small sums of money. It is
to your advantage to assert your
legal rights in a courtroom where
you do not have to be a legal expert. _
However, Small Claims Court
shoud not be used as an alternative
unless all other have been
exhausted.
At times, all it takes is a few
minutes to sit down with the landlord
and discuss the problem.

Youth Corps

Editor:
Can we look at the problem of
our country as college students and
as teachers?
Vietnam and the draft are the
problems of the ’60s. The question
is: what are the problems of the ’80s
and, even more important, what are
the solutions’? Are Americans just
eating, drinking and being merry,
leting the rest of the world die as
they look on?
Egyptian and Arabian people
have just lost their oil in the hope of
peace. The question is: when will the
Arabs cut off the oil supply to the
United States? Do we turn to nuclear
energy as a solution?
The fact is, there are many
people in the world who are jealous
and HATE the United States. Ask
the last woman who has been raped
if she is free; ask the wife who has a
husband who is a wife beater if she is
a slave. To me, these angers are the
feelings the world has about the
United States.
The questions again are: Can we
find a solution? How much time do
we have to talk before it is too late?
America needs to save herself
form another depression before it is
too late, the CCC was the way the
last depresion was overcome.
America needs its own Marshal
Plan, and the youth of America have
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Pet puma eats steak
and likes children;
but only to play with
By Norman Gotwetter
Ungawa is nine months
old.
Ungawa eats five
pounds of steak a day.
But then, that’s about
right for a 70-pound cougar,
the pet of SJSU student
Doredda Mondenca, who
has had him since he was
two weeks old.

en
rn

Ungawa’s kind of picky
also. "He won’t eat
hamburger,"
Doredda
says. "It’s either the steak
four times a week or two
chickens a day. He eats
better than we do."

in
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But then who’s going to
tell him he can’t have it?

10
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As the old saying goes,
it can only get worse. A
healthy animal, Ungawa
will be full-grown at the
age of two, after gaining
fifty more pounds.
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Actually, Doredda has
this "thing" for weird pets.
She originally Wrinted a pet
ocelot, "but the lady I went
to said that cougars were
real easy to t rain, and
since she just happened to
have a baby there, well..."
she says, her voice trailing
off.
One thing would have
been easier if she’d stuck
with the ocelot, though.
See, Ungawa and Doredda
live in Santa Clara county,
which prohibits the keeping
of cougars, so it’s back to
his cage in La Honda every
night for Ungawa, but
Doredda is trying to get the
ordinance changed.

permit. I talked to a
supervisor, who told me I
might be able to get an
exemption if I get 1,000
sigratures on a petition.

"When we first got
him, the first three months
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The bureau distributes
this money to the creditors.
No contracts are signed, so
clients can drop out of the
program at any time.
The average length of
time for persons to use the
money-management assistance is 21 months, according to Blaylock.
The bureau’s service
charge is on a percentageof -bills basis, to a ,
maximum of $10 per
month. "The average
person pays $5," said
Blaylock.
photo by Tom Van Dyke

Ungawa the nine -month -old cougar likes steak and chicken but won’t eat
hamburger. His owner, SJSU student Doredda Mendoza, has to cage him at
night because of a local ordinance that prohibits cougar keeping. The 7O
pound de -clawed cat likes to take baths and play with the neighborhood
children.
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The
non-profit
organization receives 30
percent of its funding from
the services charges. The
other 70 percent is paid by
the business community.
The latter is willing to help
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Various
SJ SU
professors will launch a
computer program this fall
designed to help local
school districts receive
technological education.
The program has been
named In-Service Institute
in Computer Science and is
directed by SJSU math

Professor Marjorie Fitting.
It is funded by a $32,000
National Science Foundation grant.
The program will teach
various sixth through 12th
grade teachers in Santa
Clara County the use of
computers to aid in their
instructing.

Students and senior
citizens can purchase
special $3 discount tickets
at the door for SJSU’s
Opera Workshop’s performance of "The Mother"
and "Gianni Schicchi" at
the San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts this
evening,
Other tickets are ES
and $8 for the 8:30 p.m.
performance.
Students are putting on

AMEIP
Moixie.

mesas’

TUES - WED

THE SLAVE
OF LOVE
(Russian dialogue)
9:10

Pierre Richard’s
(France’s Woody Allen)

THE TALL
BLOND MAN
WITH ONE
BLACK SHOE
(French dialogue)
7:15

the two, one-act works
under the direction of SJSU
Professor Irene Dalis.
"The Mother," is a
lyric drama based on a
Hans Crhistian Andersen
Stanley
tale
Hollingsworth, composer
of -The Mother," will
direct this evening’s
performance of his work.
"Gianni Schicchi," by
Giacomo Puccini, is a
comic opera dealing with
the settling of the will of a
wealthy Italian aristocrat.
Both operas will be
sung in English.
Further ticket information is available at
277-3035.

Spartan Daily
Serving the
University Community
Shire 1934
t USPS soy-deal
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California Member of
California Newspaper Publish-

ers Association and the
Associated Press Published
daily by San Jose State
University, during the college
year. The opinions expressed in
the paper are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students,
the University Administration
or the Department of Journalism and Advertising Sub.
senptions accepted only on a

remainder of semester basLs.
Full academic year. 89. Each
semester, 84.50. Off-campus
price per copy, 10 cents Phone
277-3181. Advertising 777-3171.

Printed by Meredith Newspaper
Publications. Inc

"We’ll be trying to help
some local school districts
get the most advanced
technological education,"
Fitting said. "The simplest
way is for us to reach the
high school teachers of
math and science first."
According to SJSU
Professor
chemistry
Robert Richardson who is
working with Fitting on the
project, teachers can learn
to use the computers to
tutor students, among
other uses.
The institute will
consist of two courses.
"Introductory Programming in BASIC" will begin
Sept. 18 and give two
semester units. The second
course
"Computer
Organization
and
Assembly Language" will
earn three semester units.
It is scheduled for spring
1980.

According to Fitting,
the need for such a project
became apparent after she
toured a number of area
high schools and found they
had plenty of computer
but few
equipment,
teachers knew how to use
it.
Biology Professore
Wayne Savage and physics
Professor M.F. Anderson
are also working on the
program. Vincent Contreras of Silver Creek High
School is the high school
coordinator for the
program.
or
Elementary
secondary school math and
science teachers interested
in the program are invited
to call Dr. Fitting in the
SJSU math department at
277-2411 for infformation or
application forms. There
are no fees for the courses.

expires

ANY SUB

5/10/79

GRAND
OPENING
CELEBRATING OUR 10th LUCA
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

FOUR
CYL

PARTS & LABOR
TUNED WHILE YOU WAIT
56.00 EXTRA for & 8 cyl.
Your Car is tuned on our Road
Dyno A $21.000 system tar more
accurate than any tune.up
under idle conditions
YOUR TUNE-UP INCLUDES

Atitollte
sco

.

1:P----44\ 96

1-1.’
,NA T

New Spark Ouga & points Replace
detective Condenser r0tor 04Strtt tor cat’
.ormion
e A luai MI.,
*dust A
clean carburetor Taat lot yay opt, Ia., a
c,eart stPusl skstPt" OP,

GUARANTEED 6.000 MILES
With this ad Exp. June 5. 1979
Good Monday thru Friday.
/REG. 539-4 cyl, $41.6 cyl; $43-8 cy I
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TUNE-UP

specuwErra

SAN JOSE E SANTA CLARA at 13th ST

298-0900

NINE OTHER TUNE-UP CENTERS IN:
San Jose, Campbell, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Mt. View,
Sunnyvale. Hayward and Redwood City

EARTH TOYS
IS HAVING
A SPRING SKI CLEARANCE

Complete Ski Package as low as $95.00.
(Rossignol skis, Tyrolia bindings, Raichle
boots and Tomic poles)

First Come, First Served
All equipment sold as is

Come in and see what’s on sale!
Mon -Wed -Fri
12-5 p.m.

Tues-Thurs
12:30-4 p.m.

I t

TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

Computer program aids teachers

also

The Pilot Nethankal
so good Its guaranteed.

alternate lifestyles.’’
Not having any
spending or saving plan is
another sign of money
mismanagement, Blaylock
said. "Make sure that not
more than 10 percent goes
on your debt load," she
advises.,
"and
save
another 10 percent of ’sour
take home pay."
average
CCC’s
customer is someone in
their mid -30’s, head of a
household of four, earns
approxiamtely 815.000 and
is in debt to eight or nine
creditors for a total of
nearly $8,000, excluding a
mortgage, Blaylock said.
Free budget and
financial counseling is also
offered by the agency.
After one of these sessions
people will often feel
confident in doing thier
own debt management
Blaylock said, adding that
many students use this
service.
The San Jose branch of
the nationwide bureau has
150
approximately
customers per month and
one third go on the debt’
management program,
Blaylock said.
The agency is now
trying to educate the public
in proper money governeing. It will hold free
financial
management
courses June 14, 21 and 28
at the San Jose YWCA.

The consumer agrees
to not go further in debt nad
to send a specific dollar
amount to the CCC on a
regular basis.

Special opera tickets

The Pilot Sechapical Pencil:

*Man
’Bookstore

pay because the bureau
By Karen Ewing
There is hope for helps prevent lawsuits and
people
whose having to resort to
agencies,
mismanagement of money collection
is hurting their financial Blaylock said.
But,
as
mentioned
reputation.
Consumer
Credit earlier, consumers must
Counselors of Santa Clara agree not to incur any more
The agency
Valley Inc. (CCC) can help debts.
demands that all credit
with monetary problems.
Some signs of financial cards be surrendered to it.
mismanagement,
ac- Then the CCC returns the
cording to Donna Blaylock, cards to the businesses.
"If a person refuses to
CCC’s executive manager,
give us the cards,"
are:
Making payments on Blaylock said, "I say fine,
some but not all of one’s come back when you are
bills each time they are ready. People forget that
the companies own the
photo by Amelia Ashley due.
Needing a new loan cards and can stop them
Feeling like destroying credit cards may be a sign of
from being used."
to pay off old debts.
money mismanagement, according to the Consumer
Most people Blaylock
Seeing credit cards
Credit Counselors. The agency helps people with
as "the enemy" and feeling counsels have eight charge
cards, but she once took
financial problems
like destroying them.
Raiding a savings away 22 cards form one
client. Blaylock recomaccount to pay bills.
Having
marital mends that people possess
no more than three credit
arguments about money.
cards to help manage
The organization offers finances properly.
debt-management assistFour main reasons for
ance. Its counselors act as persons incurring debt are
mediators between con- divorce, unemployment,
sumers and businesses. medical
bills
and
They talk to creditors for mismanagment, according
their clients and arrange a to Blaylock.
pay shcedule acceptable to
Mismanagement is
both parties.
caused by unrealistic
people, Blaylock said.
Not many students use "The money is not there for
the
CCC’s
money - them to spend. They don’t
management program. look at the long term. It’s
However, Blaylock said immediate gratification. .
many ex-students use the .they aren’t able to choose
agency’s assistance to pay
back their school loans.

become

one of the classy people?
No, you don’t have to
succumb to peer pressure.
And you don’t need to drive
a Rolls Royce.
But there is a secret.
The "classy’. people of San
Jose State read
The
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
They are in the know
because the Classifieds can
satisfy all of a students
needs.
So next time you need
a paper typed, a job, a
roommate, or just want to
catch the latest from the
Personals, pick up a
Spartan Daily and check
out the Classifieds.
Find out what ’classy"
people are all about!

RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS
mu WEEK

The last time your mechanical pen
cil failed did you heaved against the
wall’ Or Just stream with frustration’ Chances are when your
rnPr Ironical pencil has a breakdown.
you II have. one,
That s why our
Pilot Mechanical
Pencil has an
unconditional

Credit counselors aid
the financially troubled

The Art of
Being Classy

AN ALTERNATE ROUTE
Peace Corps Vista
ONLY

"The trick is to give
him a lot of affection. He’s
really tame.

"I’ve already got over
400. Sometimes, we’ll take
If that doesn’t comfort
Ungawa in the car out on
the highway and sit there the neighbors, the fact that
and
and
just
collect Ungawas is declawed
will soon have his teeth
signatures."
does.
Ungawa seems un- filed down certainly
concerned about it all,
But he does have his
however.
way around the house most
He just goes about his of the time. "He loves to
daily life, which sometimes take a bath," Doredda
includes chasing cars.
says. "Like I’ll have the
"He loves to chase tub full, ready for me, and
Hondas," Doredda says,
he’ll just plop in."
"but he never gets far. I
just pull on his leash."
So who’s going to argue
His acceptance in the with him?
neighborhood is complete.
"All the kids love
him," Doredda says.
They’ll come to the door
and ask if Ungawa can
come out an play."
They used to let him
roam without his leash in
their yard, but that stoped
the time he jumped ove the
fence onto a shed on the
other side, jumped off and
began running down the
street.
Those who are afraid of
Ungawa, Doredda says,
are so "because people
steroetype cougars, but
then they get to know him.

"The county says I
can’t keep him, even
though I have a state

112f

of his life were in the
summer, so I spent like 18
hours a day with him.

I ---consumer awareness

EARTH T

Located next to the Bakery across from the Student Union

277-3033
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sports
SC Padres’ Jones aims for managerial post

...

From SJSU JV’s to the major leagues?
By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor
Tom Jones has chosen a goal for himself-a goal involving seemingly insurmountable odds.
Jones, the player-coach of the Santa Clara Padres
baseball team and the former junior varsity coach at
SJSU wants to be a major league manager.
So do countless other 24-year-olds around th( Isountry-but, unfortunately for them, there are only 26 openings.
Jones, however, is confident he can become one of
those 26.
And he’s already gone a long way in that direction.
Jones leaves the Padres, a member of the Class A
California League, June 10 to take over his own club-the
Walla Walla ( Wash. ) Padres of the Northwest League.
He’s picked up managerial techniques playing minor
league baseball, coaching at SJSU, working toward a
master’s degree in physical education and as an employee
of the San Diego Padres, with whom he signed a contract
in January as a minor league player-coach.
But he feels the biggest things he has going for him
are his enthusiasm and love for the game.
"I don’t really have a permanent address, except on
the baseball field," he says. "Between winter league,
spring training and the regular season I haven’t been
away from some kind of managerial situation for more
than a week in over a year.
"The main thing young players need to see in their
manager is enthusiasm, which I feel I possess," Jones
went on.
"Too many managers start going through the motions
and then their players start doing the same thing. It’s easy
to get down, especially if you haven’t played a 140-game
schedule with all the travel before, but if the manager can
stay enthusiastic, it helps."
It was during ILs season at SJSU that Jones made up
his mind that managing was the thing he wanted to pursue.
"It was a character-building experience," Jones says
of that 1977 season, during which he also worked part-time
as the manager of the Spartan Pub.
"We played about .500 ball, but it was an unbelievable
situation because we had more off-the-field problems thn
on.
"The first day of practice, one of my players had to
drop off the team because he got his girlfriend pregnant.
"Then, the day after that, I had to kick the first
baseman off for disciplinary reasons-and the day after
that, my other first baseman broke his ankle.
"And a week after that, four of my players were on
academic probation and on the verge of getting kicked out
of school.
"I guess I came on pretty strong because I was young
and green and wanted to prove myself. I had been a grad
assistant the year before at University of Pacific) but
calling your own shots for the first time is something
else."
Despite all the problems, the club went 22-20 against
its opposition, which was generally older and more ex -

School of Business

ACHIEVEMENT BANQUET
Thursday, April 26th
Why should YOU attend?
1.

2.

3.
4.

a -PERSONAL interview with employers
and community leaders. Representatives
from many major Bay Area companies
will be there!
-SOCIAL HOUR- and FULL COURSE DINNER - all for only $5.00 for students,
$6.50 for faculty and guests.
make those essential JOB CONTACTS!!
celebrate with and honor those students
receiving awards.

TIME:
5:30 p.m. Social Hour
LOCATION Loma Prieto Room, Student Union
TICKETS:
on sale Tuesday, April 24, 1st
floor of the Business Classrooms
Building and in the Business Tower, Room 954. Or coil for reservations
277-2302.

Cal League affiliate) before moving on to Walla Walla.
But later he was given a choice of taking the Santa
Clara coaching post, because the Padres sent eight minor
league prospects to Santa Clara (a co-op club which draws
players from several major league organizations).
"I chose Santa Clara because I’m familiar with this
area and I figured I could help the players who were away
from the main unit feel like they were wanted by the
organization even though they weren’t with the main
Class A club (Reno)."

A learning process
Jones feels the most difficult aspects of managing
include making strategic decisions in the heat of battle
and handling pitchers.

Aero Campus Courtyard
Tues., Wed., April 24 & 25
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
or call 408-275-7445

"After he made it to the majors he’d kid me about how
he made it and I didn’t," Jones said.
"But now I tell him I’ll be up there too sooner or
later."
The major leagues are a long way from Santa Clara or
Walla Walla, Wash. -but the odds keep getting better all
the time for Tom Jones.

’ 20% off

"I have to be able to pick up the little telltale signs
that tell you a pitcher is tiring. Sometimes I have a tendency to leave a tiring pitcher in too long, or maybe take
him out before I should.

photo by

Jeff Pohorsio
Tom Jones
perienced.
"Gene Menges (SJSU head varsity coach) and
i assistant coach) Sam Piraro were real benefits to me,"
Jones said. "They gave me full control concerning the JV
program, which is something not many coaches do. And I
learned a lot of baseball from them."
Jones is a native of Stockton, graduating from
Franklin High in 1972. He later moved on to San Joaquin
Delta Junior College and University of Pacific, playing
baseball at both places.
Jones signed with San Diego out of UOP in 1976,
spending time in Amarillo of the Texas League and Walla
Walla.

Shifted concentration
But it became apparent to him that his ability would
not be enough to carry him to the major leagues-so he
shifted gears and prepared to try to break into the bigs via
the managerial route.
After his stint at SJSU, he moved on to Boise State to
continue work toward his masters.
While there last summer, he signed with the Boise
Buckskins of the Northwest League-an independent club
which, unlike most minor league squads, has no working
agreement with a major league team.
That season at Boise was nothing short of a circus,
according to Jones.
Gerry Craft, the Buckskins’ manager and a "bornagain" Christian, was reported to have made personnel
moves-including releases-on supposed direct orders
from God.
That allegation-which Jones insists was "blown out of
proportion" by the media -gained the Boise franchise and
Craft nationwide notoriety.
Jones is still bitter when he recalls the ramifications
and the atmosphere that existed.
"Gerry Craft was just a guy who had had a real rocky
life in the minor leagues. Just before he came to Boise, he
became a Christian and made a giant turnaround and
started following Christian principles.
"He said a few things that got twisted, that’s all. Some
of the things that were said, like that he released a player
on God’s call, were just unbelievably false."
In such an atmosphere, Jones said, it was virtually
impossible to concentrate on the matter of playing
baseball.
"We all had a tough time with all that baloney going
on," Jones says now. "It was like we were the Christians
and everyone else was the lions.
"We’d go to places like Eugene and all we’d hear
would be ’Is God pitching for you guys tonight,’ and stuff
like that.

Jones is under contract to the San Diego Padres and
was originally scheduled to go to Reno (the Padres’ main

HAIRCUTS & PERMS
with this ad
this offer good thru 5/8/79
Consultation before each service
We do corrective work

"But I’ve worked with John Oldham (Santa Clara
pitching coach) and Eddie Watt (former Baltimore pitching standout and now the Reno manager), and I think
I’m starting to pick it up.

294-0629
2 blocks south of campus
next to Super Taquerita

"The key to being a successful manager is to have the
competitiveness of Billy Martin, the enthusiasm of
Tommy Lasorda, the strategy of Sparky Anderson and the
patience of Walter Alston," Jones kidded. "Wouldn’t that
make some manager?"

Standing Discount 10% to students with current ID

Jones’ experiences in the minor leagues and college
baseball have led to some negative impressions concerning the minor leagues as developmental stations.
"The college environment is much more healthy," he
says. "Pro baseball is a very cutthroat business with
business-world ethics. There are very few morals involved and you can’t discipline players. It’s tough to teach
somebody something when they make five times as much
as you do."
Jones added that many minor league managers are
strictly puppets of the major league affiliates, which
dictate who is to be played and where-mostly on the basis
of sometimes erroneous scouting reports or the size of the
bonus certain players were paid to sign.
College ball, on the other hand, is more conducive to
learning because more emphasis is put on teaching, according to Jones.
They (college players) are younger and more impressionable," Jones noted, "and they’re there because
they want to play baseball.
"A lot of minor leaguers, once they realize they aren’t
going to make the big leagues, start dogging it and play to
pick up the paycheck. That can have a bad effect on
younger players."
Unlike other older players, however, Jones went in

BUSINESS
PROGRAMMER
Applied Materials, a leader in the semiconductor
equipment industry. is seeking a new graduate in our
Data Processing Group
Working in a highly user oriented environment, you’ll
for the definition and irrtplementahave responsibility
480
S
Tent
Strh
non of various maintenance tasks within our existing
manufacturing and financial systems In addition,
you’ll design, debug and test new programs in support
of systems development projects
You’ll enjoy excellent company benefits. including
medical, dental and lite insurance, cash profit sharing,
credit union. 2 weeks vacation. sick leave plus many
more

If you have a degree in Computer Science
or Business with Data Processing emphasis, sign up for our:

ON -CAMPUS
INTERVIEW
Wednesday,
April 25

Touring chess team
seeking opposition
Instituto
The
Politecnico Nacional Chess
team of Mexico City is
scheduled to appear at
SJSU to play a series of
matches
exhibition
Thursday, according to
Sierra,
Francicso
president of the SJSU
Chess Club.
SJSU students are
being sought to provide the
competition for the touring
Mexican team.
According to Sierra,
Instituto
30-man
the
Policenino Nacional team

consists of players of
varying talents and has
already played exhibition
matches in Los Angeles
and San Diego.
The competiton at
SJSU is scheduled to get
underway at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday at a site yet to be
determined, according to
Sierra.
Students interested in
participating in the matches may contact Sierra at
277-3662 (office) or 241-1447
(home) for more information.

If you are not available to interview with us on cam
pus. please send resume or write Nancy Lewis, Ap
plied Materials, 3050 Bowers Avenue (corner of
Bowers and Central Expresswayl, Santa Clara, CA
95051 We are an equal opportunity employer

applied
materials

ES’oraarbigirRaWe

Brown Bag Theatre presents

BENTLEY-WILDAV
MIME REVIEW

Show us you’re qualified, we’ll
guarantee flight school. Come
talk to us.

"We had a batting cage set up between our houses and
we’d spend hours out there hitting, throwing and catching.
We just went nuts.

"When I was a player (he was an infielder) I never
really thought much about the pitching end of it, but now I
have to.

"I swore that I’d never go through something like that
again," Jones said. "But lo and behold, here we (Santa
Clara) are at 0-7 this year."

THE
MARINES
ARE LOOKING
FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN TO
FLY IT.

another direction in hope of making his way into the major
leagues.
"When I was a kid my next-door neighbor was Dave
Oliver ( now a utility infielder with the Cleveland Indians)," Jones said.

-401 4A
Wed., April 25
at NOON
in S.U. Amphitheatre
FREE

RENTER’S
FORUM
Know Your Rights
As A Renter!
Wednesday, April 25

Noon-2
Council Chambers
sponsored by SJSU

Associated Students and Housing
For more information
call

Associated Students
3rd Floor Student Union
277-1201
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Hoop coach may be named Thursday

Gazzaneo on the fairwa

By Steve Carp
With its work done, the screening committee for SJSU’s new
basketball coach has tossed the ball into the lap of the athletic board and
hopefully, a new coach will be named Thursday.
According to Associate Athletic Director Jon Crosby, the screening
committee pared down over 90 applicants to 16 and then to six finalists.
Crosby, who replaced Bob Murphy as chairman of the committee, is
also taking Murphy’s seat on the athletic board. The board, which has the
task of interviewing the finalists, hopes to complete that task today and
turn it over to President Gail Fullerton.
Fullerton, along with Academic Vice Prsident Hobert Burns and
Crosby, will make the final decision on who will replace Ivan Guevara

Or

ye
En-

and become SJSU’s fifth coach since 1948.
Crosby could not say who the six finalists are but did say that all six
have excellent credentials and that any of them would make a fine choice.
"I think the committee did a very good job. We had some outstanding
candidates that weren’t chosen and the process has gone smooth so far,"
Crosby added.
The process has lasted over a month, as the university has gone through
affirmative action to select the new coach.
The position was left vacant March 13 when Ivan Guevara was fired
after 7-20 season. Assistant coach Hal Dohling, has been handling
recruiting chores and other basketball matters.

nd

McEnroe nips Flemming in Smythe

OW

By Chuck Bustillos
John McEnroe and
Peter Flemming are the
best of buddies on the
professional tennis circuit.
They are well-known
doubles partners and often
cavort the streets together
in the numerous cities they
venture to.

or

or

all

But what happens
when this tight-knit duo
must separate to square off
in a singles showdown as
they did Saturday night in
the finals of the Smythe
$50,000 Tennis Grand Prix
Tournament?
"It’s tough," Flemming said, "but only if you
let that enter your mind.
You have to just go out
there and play like it’s any
other match. It’s just that
tonight John showed why
he’s the number three
player in the world."
20 -year -old
The
outlasted
McEnroe
Flemming, 7-6, 7-6, in a
grueling two hour-plus
marathon match for the
singles championship title
of the Smythe Tournament
before more than 2,300
people at Civic Auditorium.

of

photo by Jell Pohorski

SJSU golfer Steve Gazzaneo follows through after a shot in the U.S.
Collegiate Invitational Saturday at Stanford Golf Course. SJSU started
slowly but closed with a rush to finish fifth in the 24 -team tournament.

Say cheese

DON’T LET A CHANCE TO

GET INTO THE PEACE CORPS
SLIP THROUGH YOUR FINGERS

Sheboygan, a city of
42,365 in eastern Wisconsin,
is a large cheese-shipping
center. It also has welldeveloped enamelware and
plumbing
fixture
industries.

.

The Peace Corps
needs people with
degrees in: AG,
B USINESS, EDUCATION,
FRENCH, HEALTH,
HOME EC., LIBERAL
ARTS, NURSING,
MATH, & SCIENCES.

ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK
STUDENT UNION
Mon.-Wed.,AptZe 30 -May 2
pu
9:30 am - 3:30 pm
(Don’t want to go
/MIN
overseas? Think VISTA!)
vs,/t/
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Bug Problems?

1
FREE
BEER

NOW

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIALY
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Chang. oil
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10 4 new sport oho

ONLY $
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II. Check cossnoiss
12. Clock bola liontnilil
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with purchase of any dinner

CHILI VERDE (pork)
BARBACOA
(beef),
COLORADO (spicy)
$2.75 ea.

PLUS TAX

SPARTAN MOBIL
294-1562
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FACTOR
27‘).",;tig9

11th and San Carlos
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In the first set of
singles, McEnroe and
Fleming traded wins until
Fleming broke McEnroe’s

University of Pacific’s baseball team set up this
weekend’s first-place showdown with SJSU by sweeping a
three-game series from St. Mary’s last weekend.
With the wins, the Tigers raised their record to 9-3 in
the Northern California Baseball Association, just onehalf game behind SJSU.
Roy Gaebel had four hits Friday, including the gamewinning single in the top of the tenth inning, as UOP
prevailed 3-2.
Saturday in Stockton, the Tigers bunched three runs
in the fifth inning of the opener, and that was all freshman
left-hander Greg Unger needed for a 3-2 win.
In the nightcap, Steve Trevino singled in the winning
run in the bottom of the eighth, to give UOP a 2-1 win and
the series sweep.
Tiger reliever Bill Warner was the winning pitcher
Friday, as well as in Saturday’s second game.
In other NCBA play, Fresno State stayed in the thick

II

2
3.
4.
S.

At the conclusion of the
singles, McEnroe and
Fleming joined forces
again to drop local favorite
and ex-SJSU star Hank
Pfister and Brad Rowe 6-3,
6-4, in the doubles finals.

McEnroe’s outbursts
were relatively dormant in
the first set, but the bushy haired player’s temper
exploded at various times
in the second set.
While his shouts got
louder, so did the rest of his
game.
The crowds had been
needling McEnroe all week
but they couldn’t help but
acknowledge his la owess
on the court Saturday.
He turned in some
unbelievable shots and
with the seats so close to
the court, the crowd got a
better perspective of what
was happening on "center
court."

enjoyable match of the
tournament. You wouldn’t
know that it was a
championship final by the
way the two teams were
joking and carrying on.
McEnroe and Pfister
traded off one-liners and
theatrical comedy, but it
was McEnroe and Fleming
doing all the laughing when
they collected their firstplace checks.
After a long night of
tennis, the winners commented about various
after-thoughts of the
Smythe.
"There was no excuse
for me if I lost this tournament," McEnroe said.
"I’m not putting this
tournament down, but if
you want to be No. 1, you
have to win all the tour-

naments, whether it’s
the
or
Wimbledon
Smythe."
McEnroe knows that
winning the Smythe is not
the true test for his quest.
"When you’re talking
about being number one in
the world, that’s when
about
you’re
talking
winning the Wimbledons
and Forrest Hills."
Fleming was a bit
disappointed at not being
able to win the Smythe, but
was not upset with his
performance.
"Seven-six, 7-6. You
can’t get much closer than
that," Fleming said. "It
could have easily gone the
other way."
COURTSIDE

NOTES

athletic Director Bob

Murphy assisting Barry MacKay in
play,by play commentary tor

the

Gill Cable TV.

j1/1141 ,
.1,jyarst4,:ji

Is’ -ve come
a Ions way,
Baby!"

Although Fleming was
frustrated at the close
defeat, there were smiles
from each afterwards.
"There was a lot of
pressure on me to win this
tournament," McEnroe
said. "Peter’s a very good
player. I was fortunate to
win this time. I was lucky
to get out of here alive."

itt

Pfister and Rowe did
not live very long in their
doubles contest
with
McEnroe and Fleming.
They were toyed with by
the boys from back East
and never presented a
definite threat.
The doubles contest
was perhaps the most

All German pOrts included

104 Stor) Road

San Jose Calif

Bar & Billiards 10 a.m.-2a.m.
Restaurant 10a.m.-9p.m. 1
limit

1 per custonier

offer expires 4/29/79

of the second half race with two-out-of-three wins over
Nevada -Reno, and Santa Clara swept a three-game set
from San Francisco.
Fresno State, now 6-3, topped Reno 6-3 Friday night,
as Bulldog hurler Rich Bordi threw a four-hitter.
Jon Reelhorn handcuffed the Wolfpack on six hits in
Fresno’s 4-2 first-game win Saturday.
Reno rebounded in the second game with a pair of
runs in the seventh inning to salvage a 5-4 decision. Al
Kirby went the route on the hill for UNR.
Santa Clara got complete game wins from Henry
Torres, Joe Balderston and Bryan Funk to beat USF three
times. The Broncos won at home Friday 6-2, and took a
pair of contests Saturday in San Francisco by identical 7-4
counts.
Sean Everton was the hitting star in the series for
Santa Clara, clouting two home runs, a double and driving
in seven runs.

MIK INES of fRIIZ CAr
51LVE KRANTZ produchon pocitKed k TM KRANTZ
dgeiled by RONRI TAYLOR rAl
wAen by ROURI fAYLOR, FRED HALLIDAY & ELK MONTE

1
This Wednesday
7& 10 p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium

Admission: ONLY $1.00
Plus "Heavy Traffic"

ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
BUDGET HEARINGS
It’s not a question of a few bucks,
it’s a question of over half a million bucks,
and
It Is Your Bucks
Have your say in Associated Students Budget
Give a damn and come to Budget Hearings

Wed., April 25, 3:30-6:30 p.m.
Upper Pad, Student Union
For more information
call

Associated Students
3rd Floor Student Union
277-3207

Who’s

thal man with the microphorw? Yes,
that was SJSU

UOP sweep sets up showdown

SEE RECRUITERS:

Illteella

McEnroe closed out his
week in San Jose with
$10,000 in singles winnings,
but more importantly he
picked up 50 Colgate Grand
Prix points which drew him
closer in the race to catch
Jimmy Connors and No. 1
man Bjorn Borg.

set
second
The
serve in the eighth game to
featured some excellent
go up five games to three.
rallies, many extended by
McEnroe was stymied Fleming utilizing his height
by Fleming blistering
to return attempted
serves which are of two McEnroe kills after he lobVida Blue varieties: a vollied.
Each player
blazing fastball or a sliding returned wins, Fleming’s
curve which breaks conmost crucial one coming in
sistently for the far depths
the 12th game, after he had
of the corner of the serving been down 0-30.
box. The tall, agile blond
was nimble as he leaped for
Tie -breaker
time
twisting returns for points.
again. This time McEnroe,
Any consistency in grunting and groaning with
Fleming’s ground stroke, each return or serve, won
however, and he would easily 7-3.
have won the first set.
Both
players
mutual
McEnroe went to his acknowledged
backhand and fought back respect for Tournament
to take the next two games, Director Barry MacKay at
though Fleming had his the awards presentation,
partner at set point in the each saying "As long as
running
the
ninth game. After Fleming Barry’s
went up 6-5, McEnroe blew tournament, I’ll be back."
him away with four conMcEnroe’s triumph
secutive points to force a
equaled up his duel with
tiebreaker.
Fleming at 3 apiece. The
Again Fleming had a last time they played,
chance to take the set, Fleming won, but the two
getting leads of 5-4 and 9-8 ended up not speaking to
in the tie-breaker but one another for a couple of
McEnroe displayed the days. "This is the first time
savvy of a veteran to he hasn’t cheated me,"
McEnroe joked.
capture the set 12-10.
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feature
Student starts campus Greenpeace
By Darcy Asvitt
Greenpeace is fortunate to have SJSU
graduate Eric Bull on their
side.

Bull recently organized
a SJSU campus branch of
Greenpeace, housed in the
Environmental Studies
Building on Fifth and San

Carlos streets.
Greenpeace is an
envirorunentalist organization that protests whale
and seal hunting. Members
of Greenpeace have interfered with hunts by
placing themselves between whaling vessels and
their prey.
Bull, 23, got involved
with Greenpeace a couple
of years ago when he had to
research an environmental
group for a biology project.

Above, Eric Bull mans a table in the Student Union to publicize Greenpeace
activities. Bull, right, started an SJSU chanter of the organization

Being ’friendly and beautiful’
1 9-year-old’s job on tour

Miss April
By Chuck Henrikson
The first sight of her in
person comes as a surprise. She is tiny, frail, still
quite beautiful, but so
small.
Her agent says she
weighs 95 pounds and
stands 5-foot-3 in stocking
feet. It’s hard to believe
she’s even that big.
She is Missy Cleveland,
Miss April, Playboy’s
playmate of the month,
Mississippi born and bred,
and ’,illy lately of San
Diego, all 19 years and 95
pounds of her.
In a soft, Southern
accent
Cleveland
reflected:
"My girlfriend and my
mother got to talking and
they thought it would be
nice if I went out for it. It
was a lot of money, and
that way I could pay my
way through college."
"It" was the Great
Playmate Hunt for the 25th
anniversary issue. Miss
January, Candy More, was
the winner.
All the other playmates
this year were runners-up.
Cleveland was the fourth
runner-up.
Now she is on the
promotional
tours
necessary to win the title
"Playmate of the Year"
with all the extra money,
prizes and exposure (no
.pun intended ) if offers.
Saturday she appeared
at a San Jose stereo store
where she autographed
pictures,
posed for
photographers (with her
clothes on ) and smiled
constantly, being friendly
and beautiful.
She was signing Xerox
pictures of herself "with
love." A stack of April
Playboys sat by waiting to
be autographed for anyone
who purchased stereo
equipment.
Is a playmate’s life
easy?
"I don’t get as much
rest as I need, as you can
tell." This reporter
couldn’t tell. She looked
innocently sophisticated in
a full red dress with black
polka dots and black spikeheeled shoes that rasied
her to about 5-foot-6.
Her hair is long and
blonde. Her smile is open
lehh ANNIVERSARY SALE

and friendly.
In person she doesn’t
look much like the sultry
sexpot in the photos she
autographs.
Does she get many
come-ons?
"No more than
before."
Does she feel like she
being exploited?
"No, but it took me a
couple of months to decide
because it’s a big change
from high school to
playmate," she said.
Cleveland decided that
rather than go to college
and work part time, she
would become a playmate
and work hard for a year.
"Next year I can go to
school full time, unless I
get a playmate of the
year," she said as an
autograph seeker interrupted.
She earned $10,000 for
the magazine spread. She
also gets $200 a day "for
sitting around here signing
autographs. I usually work
six days a week, so it’s
photo by Terry Stelma
quite a bit of money."
Missy Cleveland
The Playboy pictures
took eight months to shoot. on. I was just too em- now, which is all right. I
knew that when I got into it.
"I didn’t shoot that whole .barassed to do it nude.
"I
haven’t seen
"You freeze to death
time. I’d say there was a
month’s actual shooting sometimes," Cleveland anything except hotel
had
she
time, but it was drawn out said. For one shot
rooms and stereo stores
to stand in a cold mountain since Monday," she said.
over eight months.
"For two months they stream and act like she was
She knew some of her
couldn’t decide if I should enjoying it. She seems to be admirers from other aphave shoes on or not," she enjoying herself in the pearances she had made. A
said. She went barefoot.
photos, but then the water group of College of San
It was the first time she is only ankle deep.
engineering
Mateo
"How about some leg students she had met
had ever posed nude. "And
it was the last time. I’ve art?" asked one of the before
brought their
been asked by every other many camera buffs who concrete canoe named
magazine and there is no circled like sharks, pop- "Miss April" to the stereo
other magazine that I could ping away with 35 mm.
even consider. Playboy is Polaroids and
movie
the only one with any cameras
during
class."
Saturday
Cieveland’s
"It took me awhile, appearance.
laughed
at
Cleveland
about a month, to get used
to the idea, so Mario the request and raised her
( Casilli,
a Playboy dress to expose a blackphotographer for 20-odd stockinged knee.
years) shot me for about .
"I don’t have time for
two weeks with my clothes any life of my own right

WHY PAY
MORE?
OVER 2000 RECAPS IN
STOCK LOWEST PRICES
IN NORTH CALIFORNIA

dia

mansion
dimension

r

pH

A Unisex Salon
Hairstyling
Large Selection

of Care & Grooming
Products
Rudy Castaneda
$12.50& Lip

BRING THIS AD,

9 a.m.-6 p.m.

SELF SERVICE

443 Keyes Street
San Jose, CA

Sue Johnson

4117 I
bet.

Santa ( 411.1 SI
’till and IOW
1W1111

store and asked Cleveland
to christen it.
The 25-foot canoe was
strapped. atop a large
stake -bed truck. The
canoeists wanted her to
climb on top of the truck
and break a bottle of
champagne over the black
boat’s bow.
agents
Cleveland’s
didn’t think she should try
climbing in high heels or
that the canoe could stand
up to a bashing from a
champagne bottle.
It was decided she
should stand in front of the
truck, below the canoe,
shake the champagne and
pop the cork letting the
bubbly spurt up on the
namesake.
But when she pulled
the plastic cork out of the
bottle the champagne just
foamed over her hand,
spraying nothing.
then
Cleveland
climbed up on he running
board of the truck, and
covering the mouth of the
bottle with her thumb,
which was barely big
enough for the task, shook
the champagne and
sprayed the bow of the
canoe several times.
The champagne made
the gold-painted name and
Playboy rabbit logo streak.
After some chitchat
with the boat builders, she
went back into the stereo
store. She still had about
five hours of autographing
and smiling to do before
she could go home for five
days rest before hitting the
road again.

PREMIUM’
RECAP TIRES

XEROX

AMERICAN

photo by /AI Razat,

"I wrote to the head
office in Vancouver for
information and was really
impressed with their
speedy response and that
everything was handwr.tten," he said.
"I came to learn that
C .eenpeace
was an
organization that was
active, whereas other
groups would just send out
newsletters."
The more Bull learned
about
whales
and
Gr,.ienpeace the more
co cerned and involved he
be. lime.
"I couldn’t believe the
rate whales were and are
being killed and the ineffectiveness of the International
Whaling
Commission ( IWC I."
The IWC sets the
quotas of the atiunt of
whales that get killed, but
they find ways to get
around it, according to
Bull.
Getting a
branch
started at SJSU wasnIt
very difficult, Bull said.’ ft
required making a constitution, amendments and
by-laws, together with 15
sigriatures to show there
was enough interest.
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Steering

INTERNATIONAL
FOODS BAZAAR
Come and experience the colors, aromas
and the delightful flavors of foods
from around the world.
Wednesday, April 25th
From 10:38 2:30
7th Street
between San Carlos
and San Fernando

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Sponsored by

the Inter Griturai Storms’ Comrrunee and International Student Groups.
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"It frightens me to
think of that. I’m really
bothered by the fact that
whales are becoming
extinct; some species
already are. It’s hard to
understand the disrespect
for life and the attitude of
’me-now’ that whaling
countries have," he said,
shaking his head.

Committee

TUBELESS
83 SERIES LARGE

6.00,15

Bull, who attends night
classes at SJSU and subat
teaches
stitute
elementary school during
the day, fears that one day
children will only be able to
see whales in picture
books.

Inter

378-0690

SPECIAL WARRANTY

the Student Union to sell
merchandise. Greenpeace
is funded solely by
donations and money
earned from selling
merchandise.
Also, we would like to
get units through the
Environmental Studies
Department for projects
for Greenpeace. Other
colleges already. have
this," Bull said.

Cultural

OUR TIMES ARE .GUARANTEED AGAINST
IERTYRTEHAI
EXCEPT KNIFE SLASHES
AND POOR ALIGNMENT FOR THE LIFE OF
THE TREAD

ALL SIZES
LISTED

After that it went
before the Programs
Board, and a week later
Bull was informed that
was
Greenpeace
recognized as an official
organization,
campus
eligible for funding if it
asks for it.
Very pleased about the
campus branch, Bull’s only
problems now are making
people aware of the new
campus office and getting a
phone and volunteers to
answer questions and hand
out literature.
"There is just so much
one person can do. We
really need more people.
My main concern right now
is making students aware
of environmental needs
and that they can do
something to help if they
want."
Ideally, he would like
to have weekly meetings to
toss around ideas and keep
people in tune to what’s
going on.
inProjects have
cluded setting up booths in

AX

$1R99
ONLY

+

TAX
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weird kind of trouble."
He said the dying star
apparently rotates on a 160day cycle. As it spins, it’s
witting out two great
streams of gas, much as a
spinning lawn sprinkler
shoots water from opposing
nozzles.

r2osmic find baffles scientists
LOS ANGELES AP cosmic
A
baffling
discovery - possibly a
doomed star in "some
terribly weird kind of
trouule" - was described
yesterday as one of the
strangest things found in
the heavens in years.

"It’s like nothing else
we’ve ever seen," said
UCLA astronomer Bruce
Margon. "Nothing else
even comes close."
He said the evidence
appears to reveal an object
that’s racing along at up to
115 million mph in two

directions at once - it
seems to be coming and
going at the same time.
And the velocity swings up
and down along a regular
160-day cycle.
Margon outlined the
puzzle Monday at a
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and 100 billion other stars is
part of the Milky Way
galaxy. Too dim to be seen
with the naked eye, SS 433
Washington meeting of the is about 10,000 light-years
Physical from earth. A light-year is
American
about 5.9 trillion miles.
Society.
He and a team of UCLA
scientists discovered the
mystery while studying an
inconspicuous star called
SS 433, which like our sun

Margon said in an
interview earlier that a
tentative explanation for
the strange discovery "is
that this is some kind of
star that’s in some terribly

But that theory,
Margon said, "is just the
wildest of guesses at the
moment...We really don’t

know."
can
Astronomers
determine a star’s speed
and direction by measuring
changes in the wavelengths
of its light. Margon said
the changes in SS CP .ere
"larger by a huge factor
than anything we’ve ever
seen in a star."
He said the star must
have an enormous power

supply but there’s no
telling what it might be,
since "stars just don’t eject
material at such enormous
velocities."
Nor do scientists understand why the gas
seems to shoot out only in
two opposite and roughly
equal streams rather than
being blown out in all
directions, as when a star
explodes into a supernova.
--

classifieds
announcements

PRO DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party.
$5/hr. 286 3219.
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience. High Pay! See
Europe. Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career Summer! Sena
$3.85 for info. to SEAWORLD,
$00 61035. Sacto.. CA 95860.
SIERRA Club meeting Tues. 7:30
pm Guadalupe R m student
union. Outdoor and conservation
. activities.
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELL07 SHIP
Classes in Psychic Develop
Tent, Meditation, Aquarian
Gospel, Prosperity. 299 4509.
COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life I give you
about 70 colors out of a set 04 000
together with your personal
style description in a portfolio.
By appt. only. References.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
details colors. Carol Lynne
Bowman, M.A., 247-2504, 5.307:00 p.m. most eves. 1 lam-lpm
Saturdays. Also, Dress for
Success for the Business
minded. You never have to
Make a clothes mistake again.
DISCO EXPERIENCE: Mobile
Disco and Light Shows with
Peter B. Tremendous sound
systems and lighting effects
available for all occasions. Call
14081 267-3156.
GAY men and women SJSU Gay
Student Union meets Thurs. at 8
p.m. in the Guadalupe Room of
the SJSU Student Union. We
provide an informal social
setting which is condusive to
meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Beall
attend. For more
you can be
information call 298 GAYS. Our
schedule for April and May is:
April 5th
Wine and Cheese
night, April 12th Easter break,
no meeting; April 19th Movie
Creativity
night: April 26th
Miniature
night: May 3
Golfing: May 10th -- Dance,
May 17th Variety Show.
NEEDED SJSU Grad, student for
AS Council. Must be tenacious’
Sandwiches,
Food
HEALTH
Vegetable Burger, Creps,
Drinks. Margarets, 126 E. San
Salvador, 10 3.
SPARTAN Gardens Recycling
Center is now open three days:
Wed. ICIam 2pm: Fri., Ilam
2prn : Sat., 10am 4pm. Save your
recyclables: Aluminum, glass.
tin (delabled and flattened),
newspaper and cardboard.
We’re right across from Spartan
Stadium at 7th and Humbolt
streets Do your part for the
Environment. Come out and
support us!
BE A GOURMET Cook with Easy
and Elegant, the SJSU
Associates cookbook. Contains
tried and tested recipes of
faculty wives. Only $5.00 at the
Spartan Bookstore. Makes a
great gift for birthdays or
. Mother’s Day.
BASEBALL CARDS WANTED.
: Quick Cash. Dr. Lapin, Bus
Tower 763, or call 8371191.
WANTED TO BUY: Baseball cards,
all years and types. especially
BOWOlan, Goody, Post, Lea. Top
Prices paid. Call Peter Field
6294939.
Paint your house,
TRADE
inside/outside (your paint) in
exchange for 400 sq. ft. of
storage. 3 years. H and R
Painting. 731 S. Third, No. 1. S.J.

automotive

74 CHEVROLET Neva Hatchback.
AM/FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires, 6 cyl., 3
See 20 mpg $2,695 Call 230
6276
’611 OLDS Convertible Delmont 811.
Runs well, needs body work.
$650. Call Dave at 737 9794.
’78 TOYOTA Corolla SR 5 liftback.
spd
AM/FM stereo, heater.
rear window defogger, coco
mats Excellent Condition. Must
see to appreciate. 44.500. Call
296 7959 after 130 pm
GOOD ’67 VW Bug selling for parts
Or $100. 30,000 on rebuilt engine.
Call 292 3690.
’72 PLYMOUTH Satellite Sebring.
Excellent condition, 100,000
miles, 61.100 Call John, 279 6279
days.
’74 CHEVROLET Nova hatchback
coupe New Coy!. engine, 2
speed AM/FM stereo cassette,
$2,250 Call 238 6276

’76 PONTIAC Firebird Espirit. 350
VI, AT, PS. Air. AM/FM.
track stereo. power windows.
new Poiser Discs, new radials
Extra sharp $4,700. Call 489 3615
or 471 5480
’72 FIAT 128 SL. Great body, needs
engine work. Good deal. 0625.
Call Sal. 297-9073.
71 FIAT. New paint/top looks. NOW
tires/breaks. Good cond. Must
sell. Will sacrifice, Call 37e 4597.
’70 MERC Marquis Wg. Mint, low
miles, all extras. S1,550. Call 269.
3117 eve.
’74 FIAT 128 a-cfr., 4-spd., &WEN
stereo. 22,000 miles, great
economy. Lic. No. ONNMF.
$2,412 Call Carl, 2864500. Stock
Motor Co., 375 S. Market.
’75 MG MIDGET 4-spd., AM/FM
cassette, custom striped, not
advisable tor double dates Lie.
8I7NNN. $3,476 Call Carl Becks,
286 6500 Stock Motor Co.. 375 S.
Market St.
’76 VW RABBIT. Green, 44pd., low
Yes, Carl again, 2864500,
375 S. Market. Check if out
between classes. Lic. 43110MG.
$3,563.
’77 MUSTANG Ghia. Economical 4.
cyl., auto trans., power steering,
only 26,000 miles. Carl? Carl ...
2066500. Stock Motor Co., 375 S.
Market. Liz. 957HWO. S4,652.
’74 FIAT 124I Spider. 4-spd., lug rack,
maroon. Carl’s got this one too.
Call 2966500. Stock Motor Co.,
375 5. Market.
’65 VOLVO 122S wagon, ’71 motor,
many new parts. Asking WOO. Call
2094019 eves.

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs:
FIRE,
HOME,
AUTO,
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at My office.
Let’s get together and give you
better coverage for less =MT.
CALL: MORY STAR, 2531277 or
4613649.

STEREO for sale "also records and
nd. to sell fast. Best
tapes
offer. Pis call 29117231 (ask for
Mary) if interested.
HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
in birch. 3’x3’,(3’. Supports
large, heavy scupltures. Fine
detailing. $270, Other sizes
available. Santa Clara Artists
Foundry. 249-5947, 2892 B. Scott
Blvd., Santa Clara.
’78 KZ 650 custom. Exc. cond.
Kerker header, custom seat,
paint. Many Extras! Roll 374
6021.
DIRT BIKE, ’71 Yamaha DTI 350,
set up for offroad enduro. Like
new. Pacif leo Tank. PH. 269
0590.
’511 VW BUS. Good cond, rebuilt
engine and trans. Camper. Call
(415) 367 9669 after 6 p.m.,
wknds.
PE NTAX Spotmatic 11 cameras and
lenses. All exc. cond. Call Steve
at 9264526.
BASSOON. $523
8952.

Call Tad at 794

ENGLISH Viscount touring bike. 10 soft., hardly riden. New $270.
sale 9160 cash. Call 246 1141
between 6 and II a m, and after
10p.m.
SANSUI 9090 receiver, Cerwin Vega
H15 Speakers, ADC HO graphic
equiller Hitachi HT 460 turn
table.SHARP 3368 cass. deck
Senheiser Ill headphones. All I
yr. old with warranties, boxes,
etc. $1,303. 2774043.
RECAPS S9.99. White wall 83 series
Life time guarantee 83 series,
large, $12.99 Radial. 70 series,
recaps and mud and snow,
S16.99. Ex< wed tires $600 THE
TIRE MARKET (Disount Tire
Warehouse) Dell and Sunnyoaks
Ave., Campbell. Call 3710690.
SAN JOSE Swint and Racquet Club
family membership. 5500 value,
best offer. Call 2643117 eves.
MARSHALL AMP. 100 watt, about
10 yrs. old, Exc. cond. Same
amp that Hendrix used, $650.
Call 209 11019 eves

help wanted

Wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home
no experience necessary
excellent pay Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
127, Dallas, TX 75231.
Flexible Hours/Good
NURSi NO
Pay. Aides/Ord., $5.00/hr.;
LVN’S. 16.50/hr.: RN’s, Sa/hr.
Some Experience Required,
Call 287 1749 for Appt.

DO YOU need couple of units? If
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
publication
the Spartan
Quarterly You can receive one
to three units through an IS 180
class, and work with concerned
We
professional supervision
want people who’re serious
and
about the writing craft
flexible enough to try a ngsv
style or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 2771235 or 287 2532
for more information.
PART TIME, Full time 10 Key
operators for tax season, In
terviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 294
3613.294 3134.
JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer labs.
High
paying;
0100 92,000
per/mo. Nat’l Parks, Fisheries,
Logging, and more How and
where to get jobs: Send $2 to
Alasco, PG. Box 2400, Goleta,
CA 93018.
BE A YOGI...BEAR!
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN?
costume
Ride
operators,
characters, food services,
merchandise sales, main
tenance. Immediate part time
openings, full time summer.
Apply NOW ... in person.
VILLAGE
FRONTIER
AMUSEMENT PARK.
33.50/PER HOUR. Misc, easy work
near SJSU (you can study while
you work). Hours to fit your
schedule. Also typing and office
work part-time near campus,
same pay. Call Don, 9940149, 5
to6 orn. only.
LIVE-IN BABYSITTER. Light
housekeeping. Room, Ward and
small weekly salary. Coll 2676028.
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you can study while you
work), $3.50 per hours. Hours to
fit your schedule. Also typing
and off ice work part-time near
campus. Same pay. Call Don
9910149,5 to 6 p.m. Only.
$4.00
WAREHOUSEMAN Driver
per hr, work 1pm to 5pm, three
to I lye days/wk to f it your school
schedule. Gone driving record
required. Phone Mrs. Emm, 290
4900 Year round opportunity.
NEED a Female English Tutor for a
female student. Near Almaden
and Emporium store. Call 2792024, ask for Abdul.
Tickets.
TELEPHONE SALES:
work from our Los Gatos Office,
6-9 p.m. Mcn-Fri., Sat.. 9-5.
33.50-$6.00 per/hr. Call 356-3445,
EASY
EXTRA
INCOME)
0500/01,000 stuffing envelopes
self
Guaranteed.
Send
addressed, stamped envelope
to: DEXTER ENTERPRISES,
3039 Shrine PI., L.A., CA 90007.
LOVE BOATS want you. Exciting.
careers or summer jobs,
worldwide travel. For details
rush St to Cruiseships
ternational, Box 530188, Miami
Shores, FLA 33153,
HIGH Sierra youth camp needs
sailing
instructors
(July August)
Call 12131 622-0131
collect.
SPRING/Summer lob:
River
rafting guides. Responsible
persons Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call Gary
at 2941618 after 6 p.m.
PERSONS to make continuous pt
time restaurant reports for Nat’l
firm.
Research
Market
required.
References
Proficiency Specialists, Box
20244. San Diego, CA 92120.
WANTED: parttIme female helper.
03.513/m , 7 la hrs/wk, flexible.
Must have car Begin Jane 1.
Call Fran 01209 1996.
EXPERIENCED person needed to
work in food service area of Sun
’n Soil Natural Foods Please
call Sue Ann or Vol for more
information at 2074817.
SAN JOSE Parks and Rec. Union
Com Center are looking tor
people to teach classes ranging
from Art to Zoology Earn up to
015/hr. Call 265 6641.
COMMUNITY service program
need’ dependable persons to
help elderly/disabled. Earn N.
Loc. Flex. hrs. FT/PT. Call
laid469

PART
TIME
STUDENT
PROGRAM
COMPUTER
MERS. The Off ice of In
formation Systems and Com
puter Services at SJSU is
seeking currently enrolled SJSU
computer
students for
programming assignments for
the University The qualified
candidates must be proficient
and hay! demonstrated ability
in either COBOL or FORTRAN,
or both. Experience in the local
batch (i.e.. the CDC 31501 is
desirable. Motivation, quality
products with minimal super
vision and timely completion of
the assignedprojects in a
professional manner, complete
the job requirement. We offer
excellent
hourly
salary,
challenging projects ideal for
career enhancement and the
opportunity to work with
competent
computer
professionals. Except for the
required interface with your
supervisor, you are not required
to come to the off ice. For further
Information, call Dean Hall at
277.3210. or send your ap
plication as soon as possible to
Engineering 144, the Office of
Information
Systems and
Computer Services, San Jose
University, San Jose, CA 95192.
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER
TRAINEE. Entrance to career
management position while
attending school. Work 4 to 5
days per week after classes, 3 to
4 hrs, each day, 04.00 hr. Light
bookkeeping, misc, off ice
duties, light typing, customer
assistance, etc. Mrs. Entrn. 298
4900 for interview.
FORTRAN -I need help with Cyb. 5
Expertise
programming.
please. Pay negotiable. Call eve.
227.3368.
A SIMPLE LITTLE BUSINESS:
Operate wholesale distribution
co, from own home or area of
lice. S unique diversified lines.
Immediate cash flow. 295 5020,
ADVERTISING:
Part-time.
Excellent pay, exper, for ad
melons. Local media. Call
collect: (415) 0359781.
CHILOCARE/hskping/cooking, 60
F, days. APPrOx. 45 hrs. wk. 2
boys, 0 and 2 yrs. Own tray
sportation. 1 or 2 extra evenings,
flexible. Call Judy at 379 2387
evenings only

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
for the A.S. Leisure Services,
52.95/hr., flexible schedule.
Hiring now and far next fall.
Contact John Cagnetta, 277-2971.

housing

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across St. from
campus, kitchen, facilities. linen
and maid/serv.. T.V. parking
everything furnished, 142 per
wk. share, 050 wk. single, In N.
ath St. 2791504.

LEMKE’S Typing Service Student
Rates 2944720.

KIM LOPES: I’m DROIDFFULLY
SORRY that I missed your "B"
Day! C.U. at F.V. R2 D2.
ELECTRONICS Engineer needs
000d looking female close
friend. Romantic and un
Likes indoor
de rstanding
games, visiting places and
more. Please write 3528 Agate
Dr. No. 8, Santa Clara, CA 95051,
or call 2444415.

HOUSE: Furn. 4 bdrm., 41/2 be, 2
car garage, a minutes to SJSU.
151X1 mo. References req. Call
2548878.

SIZZLE Lips: Thank you for being
you. I love youl It Sweet Knout.
_
MIKE LOPES
LET’S GO WINDJAMMING
CALL LUCKY

FEMALE roommate to share a
room at Valley West Apts. 5105 a
month. Reliable person Tennis
crts., pool. Call 292 9771.
1 BDRM, apt. on S. 0th St. Clean.
0165 rent, $200 deposit. Call Clay
41 732 West. 241 or 2947332,

WOULD like to telephone in
tervIew persons attending any
schools in Micronesia Please
call Chris at 2793346 after 5:30
p.m.

FEMALE -roommate needed to
Share rent in large 3 bdrrn.
house. Own room. Fireplace,
fruit frees. greenhouse,
chickens. Clean, walk to school.
S100. Call Danny at 292-8946.

I’M PRESENTLY in Folsom prison
and was wondering If I could
attain some correspondence.
i’m warm and real and I am
seeking a sincere, warm and
most of all understanding
woman. My name is Charles
P.O. Box B 25649,
Byrd:
RepreSa, CA 95671.

4 BORM. house, unfurn. 79 S. 7th
$500. 1 bdrm, unfurn. apt. ?95E
San Fernando, $190. Both west of
campus. Call 297 0674 or 225
9367.
I

TO

BLOCK from campus. Studio
w/character. S175, util. incl.
Refs. Call 2443100,

ROOMMATE: Prefer gal with neat
habits to share home. S125/mo.
Call John at 578 9732 or 629 9800
ext. 465.

FEMALE roommate needed to
share 3 bdrm., 2 ba. apt. $100 per
month plus 1/3 util. 15 minutes
from school, nice area. Call 267
9909

TO

lost and found

LOST: Prescription glasses Wed.,
4/4 on grass by D.M.H. If found
call 736 1425. REWARD.
_

HE’S hit the big time!!! Have a
great 20th birthday Don. Your
young buddy, Nick’.

TRISH A.L. Happy 22nd Honey.
Here’s to long talks, lots of love,
and the most Terrific person I
know. Love Rootsy.

50

50

EXPERT TYPING. 20 years
experience. IBM Correcting
Selectric. Term papers, thesis,
reports, manuscripts, etc. (On
Graduate Typing List), Blossom
Hill Area, Call Kathie, 578 1216,
9 em.to9 p.m.
CUT Study Time in Half. Raise
G.P.A. by I. Free Introduction to
right Brain Learning as taught
at Oxford and Suex Unlver
sities. For reservation, call 249
5700 Learning Methods Group
STATISTICAL DE-St4- AND
ANALYSIS. Need help with your
thesis or dissertation data? Help
is available on all levels from
consultation through data
onalysIS. Especially well suited
to education and social science.
Excellent reference’ available.
Call 292-6/29 or 4744299.

REEL1t4reel Akai OX 3300 auto
reverse. Warranty, 20 tapes.
5350/best offer. Call Steve 01 293
2725 or 27e9369

L- fellow named Worthington Hardy
Thought "politics" meant "throw a Party.
Each year he’s hot
(If there’s elections or not)
To clean out his house (what a smarty!)
Through Classified thus he sold tires
And pipes and some left-handed pliers.
The man sold his all
And his fete was a ball,
Then he thanked Classified for the buyers

Print Your Ad Here:
ICount approlornetely 30 letters and spaces Iv, each logo

Pnro name

Help Wanted
Lost and Found
Personals

AUDIO ENTERPRISES is Your
consumer electronics buying
service for stereo components,
compacts, portables and at
cessories for your car,home.
stage or studious., We also have
TVs, VTRs, vicleoscreens and
games. All at 5 to 50 percent
DISCOUNTS! Who else can
Otter you: over 280 brands
Virtually every model on the
market? Factory sealed cartons
se/tut I warranty plus an optional
5 yr. warranty for parts AND
labor? All accessories AT cost
w/purchase of any system?
FREE advice, delivery, testing
and set up? Super low sale
prices ALL the lime? 5 free LP’s
with each purchase? Complete
price quotes w/no extra charges
right over the phone? No hype,
No BS. individualized one to one
service?
AUDIO
FN
TERPRISES has it all! The
Widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. Call
255 5550 M thru F after 2 P.m..
any time weekends. ASK for
KEN.

35
Phone

Address
Ctv

Enclosed is

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
03 CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAII. Y CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95192

Classolicernn

Announcements
Automotive
For Sale

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN,
ENROLL NOW!!! For 1000. 00
to A.S. Office or call 3716811
133.50 per year covers exams. X
rays, cleanings at no charge
(twice a year), plus lowcost on
other dental needs. Orthodontics
plan also included.

Stereo

add,
hovel
day
35
3355

Minimum Three tines OneDay
Semester rate tallo00ues1 $25 00
Check

TYPING give you a headache? Call
Sandi. Neat and professional,
reasonable rates. Resumes, etc.
265-2747.

PROFESSIONAL Band Available
for weddings, parties. etc. Very
low prices. All styles Call 366
9295.

110(11111

CLASSIFIEDS HOURS
9:300m - Noon
I :30pm - 4 pm

50

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES. Typing: SI/double
spaced page. 12/single spaced
Page. Resumes: 13/page incl.
editing. Tapes: SIO per 60 mm
trans. plus SI/dbi space page
Kitty CARTER. 2634325 All
work proofread. IBM Sel. II

ARE you an "A" student? Speed
read. memorize, organize notes,
pass any exam_ Everything a
student must know on top grade
cassette. 59.95. Hypnokineticy
P.O. Box 3366. Walnut Creek, CA
94958

HAPPY Birthday Dear Alaba. Love
Wale,

Foch mit/Mona! knead’,
50

PROFESSIONAL typing. Editing
and proofreading included at
one low price Cali Jeannie at
294 1975

TYPO-GRAPHICS, INC.
Writing and editing resumes.
Medical/Legal typing and trans.
Publications/Brochures.
Term papers.
10 percent discount to students
with student ID cards. For
appointment, call 297.9954.

KIM: Birthday kisses to my honey
buns "SMACK." Love, Mouser.

Frye
days
250
300
330
400

ELECTROLYSIS Clinic. Unwanted
hair removed forever. CON
F !DENT IAL. 24714116.

LOOKING
for
a
Wedding
Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love that are
soft, elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest wed
ding photography, call John at
269-7937.

BIRTHDAY Nappies to KMS from
your friendly RBR pal. Ar Ar
lit1

Four
days
2 40
2 90
3 40
3 90

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers etc. Fast service.
01/pg. Sheila, 2709)29,

DO YOU HAVE ESP? Scientiff ic
test will tell you Send $3 today
modern
to
IM.O/check I.
Publications. ESP Testing
Service, Dept SIDS, Box 12624.
Fresno, CA 93770

TYPING-ACCURACV,
NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED. Experienced
in Masters, Reports, Disser
rations Approved by San 305e
State University Graduate
Department. IBM Sel. II South
San Jose/Blossom Valley Area
Janet, 117 9525.

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man. He likes
music and writing. Lives near
campus. 298-2308.

days
2 25
1 75
.7 25
3 75

LICENSED CHILD CARE! Near
school, loving care. hot meals
and extras. Please call 292 8515.

Correctible
IBM
TYPING
Selectric High quality, fast
service. Call 255 9205.

services

personals

Iwo
days
200
2 51
300
3 50

TYPING: Thesis, term papers, etc
ExpiwiNced and fast Phone
204674.

LONDON COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP July 716,College
Details
credit available
Mayers.
Dorothy
PHOTOGRAPHY SEMINARS
IN f ’I . Box 7043, Berkeley. CA
94707 (4151 525 5454

*

RATES-3 been
4 bees
5 ones
61,0,0

DANNY
(Duck hunter
extraordinairel. Happy B Day
Willte4041 your 21stl Love. B

FEMALE bassist wanted for
recording. Call Chris at 990-0503,

LOST Silver bracelet with oval
ivory stone. Approx. 3/2. PleaSe
... sentimental. Patti, 0904490,

JOB
ON CAMPUS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL
SEMESTER. Applications are
now being taken. Fifteen to 20
hours per week. Hourly wage
tom $2.95 to 54.17. Postion
opening for SCALE staff
responsible for
coordintors,
interviwing,
recruiting,
screening, and piacng ’nte ns
Coordinators are needed in the
following aras: ARTS AD
COUN
MINISTRATION;
EDUCATION,
SEL!NG;
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS
(Board and Care), CRIMINAL
RECR
JUSTICE/PRE LAW,
EATION: MULTI CULTURAL
EXPERIENCES, and PUBLIC
RELATIONS this person only
handles public relations for
SCALE), It you are in teen of a
flexible job that fits into your,
school routine, they we have a
position for you. Contact
SCALE, a student volunteer
clearing house that provides
units of credit through SJSU
academic departmens for
volunteer/internship placeme
nts in the community. SAL is
located In the office of Student
Programs and Services. Call
277 2187,.

THE sportswriter of our
dreams: Chuck B Baby! We’re
still lusting after your sporty
lines and athletic equipment.
Catch a pass from the flower
ladles!

THE metaphysical necessity of the
doctrine of predestination Is a
microcosm of the dichotemy of
aesthetic and existential views
of the Neo-platonic heirarchy.
metaphysics,
Whereas
ethics
epistomology
and
exemplify the cosmopolitan and
off
dualism
archetypical
humanism. Dedicated to Dr.
Dennis, an anachronism in the
Great Chain of Being. I hope his
outogeny recapitulates his
OhylOgenY.

ROOMMATE needed. Quiet 2 bdrm.
in Los Gatos, 0137.50 plus 1/2
utilities. Nonsmoker, Call Jeff.
2554401 or 260-1937.

LOST: GENEROUS REWARD FOR
PAPERS IN TAN ZIPPER
FOLDER. NO QUESTIONS.
CALL 2722898 or 206 NM

One
day
1 50
200
2.50
300

Hoover Hall’s Honey Bunnies:
Becky, Leslie. and Lisa, Happy
Birthday, 201

BOOKWORM: Have a very hap’s),
Easter and be good for me, 0140?
I’ll miss you and love you
forever! Love. your Susie.

qp

INTERNSHIP
SUMMER
PROGRAM. Learn business
techniques if you qualify, we’ll
train you for a rewarding
summer in sales Call Kevin E
Sullivan at 140111 246 1991 for an
appointment
New England
Llfe, Of Course! Equal Op
portunity Employer M/F

ARE yeti graduating? What a better
time to have beautiful colon
portrait created by John! Call
John at 269 7937

TO

HOUSE FURNISHED, A;ail. June
1. Close to campus. Security,
private yard w/BBO. garage.
cable TV, W/D. Prefer a couple
to housesit my home on a per
rnanent basis, and make my
Payment of $275/mo. plus your
utilities. Please send short
application/resume to "owner."
c/o George Stump. 1058 N. 4th.
St., No 1, San Jose. CA 95112.

RECEPTIONIST! Pt time M/W/F
mornings. Near San Jose AirPOrt, Call Linda at 279 2000

COMPANIONS
SLEEP IN GROUT
Assist the elderly in their own
homes Choose your own hourS.
No fees. Call us now! Quality
Care 244 7042.
PROCESS SERVER. Highest
payling in Santa Clara Co. You
must be a citizen, over III, and
have reliable transportation
Work is not dangerous.’ but not
for the faint hearted. Apply at
210 S. First St., tla.m. to noon,
or call 292 4664 for appointment.

PROF. Exp. typist. Fast, accurate.
reasonable, IBM Selectric
2524358.

JOCELYN; Hooey 111th birthday to
my best friend. You’re always
there In a time of need (hope I
am too). Looking forward to
seeing John ano Erick in L.A.
LOVE, Ranee.

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room. color TV
linen and maid sert fireplace,
courtyard, parking. 532 per wk.
share. 055 single. 202 S. 11th St.
call first 2931374.

BABYSITTER/secretary needed to
travel. S100/w plus rooms. Call
243560701’ 249-1143.

MOVIE: "Huge Wednesday" 365
beautiful surf girls wanted. Oft.
competition and waves. Contact
Rich Kraynick Productions.

BUCKWHEAT, you can’t begin to
Imagine how much I care for
you Love ahvays, "PIGGO "

Stool, es
Travel
Stereo

matt

bowline iwcdst.eou,toeuhfdutinv

Consocutive oubikomen dotes only
No refunds on cenceeed ads
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Billy gives up ’best friend’

spartaguide
The School of Business
will hold its 21st annual
achievement banquet on
Thursday, April 26, in the
Student Union. The social
hour begins at 5:30 p.m.
and dinner will be served at
7 p.m. Representatives
from major Bay Area
companies will be present.
Tickets are $5 for students.
For more infomiation call
277-2302.
The Artist’s Union will
have a general meeting
today at 1130 in Art
Building room 109. For
more information, call
’outs at 998-1648.
Reed Ex"The
perience," a series of prose
and poetry readings, will
be held Tuesday nights at
730 at the Eulipia cafe on
First Street, San Jose.
Reed magazine is a
literary magazine from the
SJSU English Department.

There will be tours of
the Office of Admissions
and Records on Thursday
at 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
Tours will be limited to 20
people each hour. Interested students are asked
to call Alexis Olds,
assistant director of the
Office of Admissions, 2773263.

The Chicano Business
Students Association will
meet tomorrow, 3:30 p.m.
in the Pacheco Room of the
Student Union.

Non-resident students
who feel that they will
qualify as residents for
tuition purposes for fall
request
must
1979,
reclassification. Forms
may be obtained from the
Office of Admissions.
Notifications will be sent
within two weeks of ac-

ceptance.
Students interested in
living in the SJSU
residence halls for the 197980 academic year, and who
are not presently living
there, can apply by picking
up an application at the
Housing Office beginning
Monday. April 23, 1979,
between 9 a.m. and noon,
and from 1 to 5 p.m. Applicants should bring their
student I.D.

A food bazaar sponsored by the International
Steering Committee will be
held tomorrow from 10
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. The
booths will be located on
Seventh Street between
San Fernando and San
Carlos. This is an opportunity for international
clubs and organizations at
SJSU to express and share
their cultures. If you have

Candidates speak out
on elections platforms
McFadden wants to
develop permanent rape
prevention seminars and
workshops on campus.

"she said.
If there was a permanent program students
would constantly be aware
of the dangers and would
not forget when there isn’t
the
in
something
newspaper about it, according to McFadden.

"In the past we’ve only
responded to a headline
that says "Rape Crisis at
San Jose State University,’

Trippi said the Unversity Police should have
increased training in urban
protective services to help

(Continued from Page to
Both parties have ideas
on how to solve the rape
problem around campus.

SJSU journalists
capture six awards
SJSU
journalism
students walked away with
six awards at the Society of
Professional Journalists
(Sigma Delta Chip conference Saturday in San
Francisco.
The competition took in
the four state region of
Nevada,
California,
Arizona and Hawaii.

Kevin Brennan and
Mark Goldberg won first
place for their in-depth
report titled "Elections."
Second place went to
Steve Shilsky for "Big
Bands," and Debra Joan
Pioske placed third for her
entry
"Halloween
Datebook."

solve the problem.
In addition, "want to
work with the city to assure
funding of the Sexual
Assault Investigation Unit,
and to expand that unit to
include bilingual and
women investigators," he
said.
Th two parties have
different approches to the
parking problem on
campus.
McFadden said she
would work with the administration to get a
proposed parking garage
built on Fourth and San
Salvador streets.
She said she would also
work to have the parking
ban around campus from 8
a.m, to noon rescinded.

Photojournalism major Paul Chinn grabbed the
first place award for best
news photo with his on-thespot shot of a pro-Taiwan
protester wounded during a
rally in San Francisco.

The judges described
the Daily as having "attractive pages, good use of
art, typographically attractive. Staff shows a high
degree of news enterprise,
interesting opinion pages
and in-depth features."

The second place
certificate for best depth
reporting went to reporting
and editing major Carol
Sarasohn for an article
about a new state law affecting the disposition of
adolescent runaways.

The best alternative,
he said, would be to make
the area around campus
more livable so students
would live in the area and
be able to walk to school.

The SJSU Radio Television News Center
swept the best television
depth reporting category
taking 1st, 2nd and 3rd
places.

The article appeared in
the San Jose Mercury News last August during
Sarasohn’s
internship
there.

His platform also includes working for express
bus lines from student
populated areas to campus.
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Don’t leave school without it.
Now that ,,ou’re going out into the

CARD PRIVILEGES
world, you’re going to need the
BEFORE MU GRADUATE
American Express( ard. It’s mdis.
pensable, tor vacations or business.
But don’ wait because we’ve
made it easier to get for graduates.
All you need is a $10.000 lob (or
ilie promise of one) It’ll be tougher
later. so look for this display in the
Student Center and other locations
in rood campus.
The American Express Card. Don’t
leave school without it,

195

Embert Hendrickson,
SJSU Latin American
history professor, speaks
on Guyana as a nation in
the 1970s. The talk will be
illustrated by slides and
will be at Washburn Hall
(Eighth and San Salvador
at 7:30 p.m.
streets
tomorrow. It is sponsored
by Delta Tau Kappa, social
science honor society. Any
questions, call Kevin R.
Fish, public relations offficer, at 295-5136.

Phi Alpha Theta, the
history honors society, will
the
film,
show
"Renaissance," Thursday,
April 26 at 12:30 p.m. The
film will be shown in
Dudley Moorehead Hall
room 135 and is approximately 30 minutes in
length.

American
Asian
Studies will present "Asian
from 5
Tuesday,
Horizons"
to 5:30 p.m. on KSJS,
Stereo 91. The program will
present various upcoming
events, commentaries and
readings. Call Gary at 2772894, for more information.

The Disabled Students
Services and Disabled
Students Association is
Disabled
presenting
Students Awareness Week
with several events
planned. Today there will
be a presentation titled,
"Meeting Our Needs:
Communication Gap," by
Jeanne Hamilton and
Jennifer Miller in the S.U.
Costanoan Room at 10 a.m.
In addition, a wheelchair
slalom is scheduled for
noon in the Student Union
Amphitheater and prizes
will be given to 1st, 2nd and
3rd place winners. Call
Heather Campbell at 2772971 for more information.

Law Day will be
Encouraging fewer
celebrated today and
students to drive to school
tomorrow in the Umunhum
would also alleviate the
Room. The presentations
problem, McFadden said,
are as follows: 11:30
and having express bus
sit’tLike
ahW
"’-in
to be
lines from studentLaw," 12:30 - "Career
popualted areas would help Options
in Law," 1:15 do that.
"What’s Law School Really
Like?" and 2 p.m. Trippi said the parking
"Getting in: What’s the
problem has been around
Admissions Story?"
for a long time, and a new
garage wouldn’t solve the
problem.

The Spartan Daily
garnered the second place
award for best all-around
newspaper, based on its
Nov. 16, 17 and 20, 1978
isues.
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any questions, call Muriel
at 277-3690.

LONG BEACH i APP Billy Carter, one of
America’s most famous
beer drinkers, said Monday, "I am an alcoholic."
He added, swearing off
alcohol was like giving up
one of my best friends."
"The toughest part was
when I made up my mind
never to drink again - God
knows I gave up one of my
best friends," President
Carter’s brother told a

news conference at the U.S.
Navy’s regional medical
center here.
Carter, sporting a new
mustache, said he lost
about 10 pounds, quit
smoking and feels great
after seven weeks at the
hospital’s famous Alcohol
Rehabilitation Service. He
said lie hopes to be released
this weekend and plans to
return home to Plains, Ga.,
for a month-long rest.

"I am an alcoholic," he
said. "I’m cured as long as
I don’t take a drink. If I
take a drink, I’m not cured
anymore."
Carter, 41, said he
hasn’t had a drink since he
checked into the hospital,
under special authorization
by the Secretary of the
Navy, on March 6.
Carter said the
publicity and pressures of
having a brother in the
White House probably

contributed to his drinking,
but "I think I would have
had the problem anyway.
I’ve been drinking
regularly for 20 years ... I
was drinking way too
much."
Carter once leased his
name to a short-lived brand
of beer. The label said Billy
Beer was "brewed
especially for and with the
approval of one of
America’s all-time great
beer drinkiers."

SJSU hosts Food Bazaar
Culinary treats to
satisfy even the most
demanding gourmet will be
available on the SJSU
campus tomorrow from 10
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. as the
Intercultural
Steering
Committee presents its
annual International Food
Bazaar.
Delicacies from a
dozen countries will be

available, including those
from India, France, Indonesia, Italy, Iran, Korea,
the Philippines and Germany.
The event will be held
on the lawn by the faculty
dining room just off of
Seventh Street, between
San Carlos and San Fernando streets.
Combination plates

Legal advice offered
to disabled students
Legal aid is now
available to disabled
students through the
Disability Law Center.
An
attorney
or
paralegal working under
the supervision of an attorney will be at SJSU the
first and third Fridays of
each month, 9 a.m. to 11
a.m
at the Disabled
Students Association office
in the Programs and
Services office on campus.
The center deals with
legal problems disabled
persons might have such as
employment discrimination, barriers to mobility and
communication, housing
and consumer issues.
The purpose of the DLC
is to represent and educate
physically dsabled adults
in Santa Clara County who

and individual items can be
purchased, with most
plates available for under
$1.50.
According to Ray
Dodd, coordinator, the
event used to be part of a
week long event, but due to
lacrt of money, the food
bazaar is the only event
scheduled this year.
"The purpose of the

bazaar is for the international students to
share their culture with the
students of SJSU," Dodd
said.
Different countries are
represented by campus
clubs and organizations.
For more information
about the International
Food Bazaar, call Muriel
Andrews at 277-3690.

DISABLED STUDENTS
AWARENESS WEEK

need legal advice to surmount social
and environmental barriers to
independent living.
In addition to giving
legal advice the center
provides educational
services as well. They
prepare
educational
materials on disability
issues,
conduct
information workshops and
advocate for rights of
disabled through participation in community
groups.
The center suggests
that people wanting legal
aid should make an appointment but clients are
seen on a walk-in basis.
Home appointments can
also be arranged.
For more information
call the center at 371-7451.
- - -

SUMMER JOBS!
SAN JOSE PARKS & REC.
Union Community Center
are looking for people
to teach classes for
Art and Zoology.
Earn up to $15.00 an hour
CALL 265-6641

April 24-27

"Meeting Our Needs"
Communication Gap
Jeanne Hamilton
Jennifer Miller
At Costanoan Room

WHEEL CHAIR SLALOM
All invited. 1st, 2nd and 3rd
place prizes At: Student Union
Amphitheater, 12:00 noon

Also Known

as Hair Affair"

R.LDICLN
Specializing in the
Natural Look
by
Mr. Wilfred and Staff
Merit, and women’s hair care center

Mention our ad and get
20% OFF ALL SERVICES
10% OFF ALL RETAIL PRODUCTS
Via. Master Charge. Gold Card gladly accepted
35 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
SAN JOSE
294-8985
112 block from campus

SOPHOMORES!
TRY THE
BASIC OUTLOOK
ON LIFE
If you’re starting to look at life after
college, try our "basic" outlook Apply
for the special Two -Year Army ROTC
Program during your sophomore
year Attend a six -week Basic Camp
this summer and earn $500. It’s
tough But the pecple who can
manage it are the people we want to
serve as officers in the active Army
or Reserves Do well at Basic and
you can qualify for the Army ROTC
Advanced Program in the fall You’ll
earn $100 a month for 20 months
your last two years in college And
the opportunity for a two-year full
tuition scholarship You’ll also receive
the extra credentials that will
distinguish you in whatever career
you may choose Try our "basic"
outlook on life

CALL:
Chris Clark

277-2985

ARMY ROTC.
THE TWO-YEAR
PROGRAM.

